Venous Air Microembolism in Chest CT Angiography: Evidence of Normalization of Deviance Phenomenon
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Abstract

Purpose This article provides evidence that detection of venous air microbubbles (VAMB) in chest computed tomography angiography (CTA) can be an indicator for “normalization of deviance” phenomenon in CT.

Method and Materials Institutional review board-approved retrospective study, with waiver for informed consent. Contrast-enhanced chest CT performed during 6 months were reviewed for presence of VAMB in venous segments visible in chest CT (subclavial, brachiophallic vein, superior vena cava) and cardiac chambers. VAMB volumes were quantified through a semiautomatic method (MIAlite plugin for OsiriX), using a region of interest (ROI) covering the bubble. With basal results, protocols for correct injection technique were reinforced, and VAMB were estimated again at 1 and 3 months. Six months later, questionnaires were sent to the CT technologists to inquire about their perception of VAMB. Descriptive measures with central distribution and dispersion were performed; statistical significance was considered at \( p < 0.05 \).

Results A total of 602 chest CTA were analyzed, 332 were women (55.14%), with a median age of 58 (interquartile range [IQR] 44–72) years. Among those, 16.11% (100 cases) presented VAMB. Most were emergency department patients (51.6%), male (50.3%), with a median age of 54 (IQR 26) years. There was no difference on detection of VAMB regarding sex \( (p = 0.19) \), age \( (p = 0.46) \), or referral diagnosis \( (p = 0.35) \). Mean air bubbles volume was 0.2 mL (range 0.01–3.4 mL). After intervention, the number of exams with VAMB dropped to 3.29% (3/91) \( (p < 0.001) \). On the 6-month query, 50% of the technicians still considered that VMAB is inevitable, and 60% thought that the occurrence is not associated to risk, and therefore, not actionable.

Conclusion VAMB are a frequent finding in chest CTA, and being independent from patient-related variables, it is likely due to technical issues such as intravenous access manipulation during the exam. Reduction after reinforcement of proper performance, and certification of a low concern from CT technicians for any risk associated, provides evidence that there is normalization of deviance in this everyday procedure.
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**Introduction**

“Normalization of deviation” is a concept coined in the last decade associated with quality improvement processes. It refers to the complexity of systems and the necessary close attention to interactions between all subsystems for proper functioning.

This expression was generated from the destruction of the space shuttle Challenger in 1986. During the investigation performed after this event, a series of errors in security procedures were identified related to the detection of erosion in the booster rockets' connection rings, releasing small fragments at each launch without apparent structural damage. This fact was known over many years before the accident and yet, was not considered important until the explosion. The explanation given at the time was that those small errors had been “normalized” over the years, leading to the belief that these minute failures could be expected. Therefore, they became accepted despite moving away from defined safety standards.

Diane Vaughan, in her exhaustive book “The Challenger Launch Decision,” coined the term “normalization of deviation.” This term refers to a gradual erosion of routine safety procedures that would not be tolerable if they occurred in a large single event. However, small deviations repeating over time could be identified and become tolerated in the absence of an adverse event and therefore become “normalized.”

This standardization of deviation is a violation of the procedures’ safety and quality because it establishes a decaying process in the workflow that allows a more considerable tolerance to error. By these means, personnel involved accepted higher risks, sometimes only to comply with faster administrative processes. This line of thought is a severe threat to the safety of those involved.

In medicine, procedures are highly complex and require very close interactions between each subsystem for the adequate performance of the entire system. As with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, in health procedures, there is always the temptation to do more in less time. If we consider the associated risks for space shuttle flights until 2003, with 112 missions flown and only 2 with a catastrophic failure (Challenger and Columbia), there is a failure rate of 1.7%. If one considers the enormous impact of these two failures, and we do this in parallel to the effect on our patients, the potential damage is beyond measure.

The term “normalization of deviation” has been explored in surgical procedures and anesthesia; however, there has not been a similar approach in radiology, despite the presence of procedures in which failures could potentially occur in this delicate conjunction of processes.

In recent years, there have been sporadic reports of venous airborne microbubbles (VAMB) detected in computed tomography (CT) of the thorax, which had no repercussions in the patient given the filtering process performed at the pulmonary arterial circulation and lung capillaries. Nevertheless, patients with right-to-left cardiac shunts or pulmonary arteriovenous malformations are at higher risk due to exogenous air emboli. In anesthesia, there are some reports of cases in which at more than 50 to 70 mL of VAMB, the risk of cardiopulmonary collapse by air embolism increases considerably.

Our analysis is that since air bubbles are an exogenous element that has no diagnostic role in the images, they should not be present at all during the contrast media’s injection procedure. In routine studies, some minuscule air bubbles may be identified in CT angiography (CTA), more apparent in vascular studies of the thorax (the product of the route of injection in the upper limbs and early phase acquisition), and these bubbles do not generate a clinically manifest event. However, it is our opinion that we are dealing with an example of the normalization of deviation in radiology, since we are accepting small flaws in the study's procedure quality due to the observation that these do not produce an evident negative effect on patients.

The objective of this study is to identify evidence of normalization of deviation in images using chest CTA (CCTA) and VAMB identification as examples.

**Materials and Methods**

This study was approved by the institutional ethics committee and consisted of three phases: The first was a retrospective analysis of CCTA studies conducted over 6 months, determining the prevalence of VAMB in the venous and pulmonary arterial tree. This was followed by a reinforcement of safety techniques in the injection of intravenous contrast material, concluding with a reevaluation of the images at 30 days, 1 month, and 3 months after the educational intervention.

All CCTAs from our institution performed on a Siemens Definition AS and Toshiba Aquilion One CT scanner with Medrad Stellant Dual automatic injection equipment were reviewed during the period from June 1, 2015 to November 30, 2015, by a thoracic radiologist and a second-year radiology resident. The presence of VAMB in the venous segments visible in CCTA (the subclavian veins, brachiocephalic vein, and superior vena cava [SVC]) and the right atrium, right ventricle, and pulmonary artery were identified visually with an angiographic window setting (W: 700; L: 100). In those CCTAs in which air bubbles were identified, a volumetric measurement was performed using an ROI on the air bubble with a range between −1,000 UH and −200 UH using a semiautomatic method with the MiaLite plugin for OsirIX. Variables of age, sex, and origin of the study were tabulated.

Three months after the preliminary results, an intervention was performed to reinforce the already established measures for contrast medium administration: (1) install proper venous access, (2) adequately prime the tubing and contrast injector, and (3) complete the contrast media’s correct installation, taking special care for not allowing air to enter the system.

At 1 month (March 2016) and 3 months (May 2016) following this intervention, we reviewed the studies performed for 30 days, repeating the measurements previously described.
After 6 months, a questionnaire was sent to all of our CT technicians, with questions regarding how many CCTAs they perform per week, an estimate on how many they identify VAMB, what is their impression on the inevitability of this occurring, and if they felt that VAMB might pose a health risk to the patient.

Qualitative characteristics among groups were compared using the chi-squared test and quantitative characteristics between the groups were compared using Student’s t-test or Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney tests depending on whether the normality requirement was achieved (using the Shapiro–Wilk test). A statistically significant difference was considered with $p < 0.05$, and 95% confidence intervals were calculated when appropriate.

**Results**

Of 602 CCTA scans analyzed in the first phase, 332 were of women (55.14%) with a median age of 58 years (interquartile range [IQR] 44–72). Of these, 100 examinations (16.11%) had a VAMB. There was no significant difference in the presence of VAMB regarding gender ($p = 0.31$), age ($p = 0.14$), or patient origin (emergency department [ED], inpatient, or outpatient) ($p = 0.31$).

In the examinations with VAMB, the request was made by the ED in 52% of cases, 22% were inpatients, and 26% were outpatients. A total of 81% of the cases were requested for suspected pulmonary thromboembolism.

The most common sites of VAMB visualization were the SVC (21.8%), the pulmonary artery (18.8%), and the right subclavian vein (14.8%). The average volume of air bubbles was 0.2 mL (range 0.01–3.4 mL). The larger VAMB were visualized in the brachiocephalic vein, and the volume corresponded to 3.4 mL (Fig. 1). The smallest VAMB were observed in the pulmonary artery with 0.01 mL. In 88 cases, the air bubbles had a single location; in 10 cases, they were observed in two areas, and only 3 cases, the air bubbles were located in three or more locations.

After a month of the intervention of reinforcement for safety procedures in contrast media administration, VAMB presence was measured again. A total of 91 examinations were conducted, of which only three examinations had air bubbles, corresponding to 3.29% ($p < 0.001$), with the largest volume of a bubble being 0.5 mL located in the right ventricle. Mean volume for air bubbles was 0.2 mL (range 0.03–0.5 mL). All patients came from the ED with clinical concern for pulmonary embolism; all were male, with a median age of 65 (IQR 31) (Table 1).

At the 3-month measurement, there was a slight increase in the number of cases, and air bubbles were identified in 8 of 93 examinations (8.6%); however, this increase was not statistically significant ($p = 0.13$) (Fig. 2).

On the 6-month questionnaire, we obtained that 66% of the CT technicians considered that VAMB are inevitable in CCTA.

**Discussion**

The normalization of deviation phenomenon reflects a human behavior of minimizing the importance of small protocol breaches when these violations do not significantly affect the result. Unfortunately, these marginal failures to comply lead to a relaxation of the rigorous behavior of minimizing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site of origin</th>
<th>Basal (100/601)</th>
<th>Month 1 (3/91)</th>
<th>Month 3 (8/93)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ED</td>
<td>52 (52%)</td>
<td>2 (67%)</td>
<td>4 (50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inpatient</td>
<td>22 (22%)</td>
<td>1 (33%)</td>
<td>3 (37%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outpatient</td>
<td>26 (26%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 (13%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median age (IQR)</td>
<td>54 y (26)</td>
<td>65 y (31)</td>
<td>75 y (21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean bubble volume (range)</td>
<td>0.2 mL (0.01–3.4)</td>
<td>0.2 mL (0.03–0.5)</td>
<td>0.1 mL (0.02–0.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: ED, emergency department; IQR, interquartile range.
and ideally suppressing the risks, and this may lead to an involuntary error of greater magnitude.

All CCTA studies at our institution require that the injection system for contrast media is primed completely to eliminate any air bubbles, thereby preventing them from entering the bloodstream. Our findings for VAMB are within the range of those previously described; in a previous study, VAMB after contrast administration were identified in 11 to 23% of patients. In our first series, the number of VMBA were 16% and then after the reinforcement of measures to technologists they significantly decreased to 3%. This VMBA reduction supports that the fact that meticulous protocols and their constant supervision allows the minimization of VAMB events. There was a slight increase in the number of cases at 3 months (always with small volumes), but the increase was not statistically significant. This may reflect a developing tendency to relax; hence, it is very likely that periodic reinforcement of the strategy will be necessary.

Although the venous access in patients in the ED and general wards is installed by the respective service teams, the manipulation of the access for administration of contrast medium is the exclusive responsibility of the medical technologist performing the examination. When outpatient studies are performed, both the installation of the venous access and the administration of the contrast medium are performed in the radiology department by the technologist. Therefore, it is the responsibility of every radiology department to establish standards, monitor their compliance, measure their effects, and intervene when there is evidence of failures, even if such failures are marginal. In our processes, some procedures are required to be done at a higher speed, which can lead to a greater tolerance of minor protocol errors, thus accepting higher risks, sometimes only for complying with faster administrative processes. This line of thinking is a serious threat to the safety of those involved. Because of the demand for verification tests in which time and efficiency play fundamental roles, it is necessary to maintain the highest quality protocols to ensure the protection of patients.

Nevertheless, we must consider that the lung plays a vital filtering function for endogenous substances (such as lower extremity thrombi) and exogenous (VAMB). Therefore, the clinical repercussion is expected to be minimal or nonexistent; hence, this model is an excellent way to quantify this phenomenon and correct it before a catastrophic error occurs. In our series, we did not have immediate serious complications due to VAMB, but the anesthesia literature has reported cases where incidents with 50 to 70 mL of air in the venous territory were associated with a high risk of cardiorespiratory arrest due to air embolism. This method of study is not restricted to CCTA and VAMB and may be also applicable to other CT studies.

**Conclusion**

VAMB are a frequent finding in CCTA, and although there are no immediate evident clinical repercussions and they do not influence the image quality, they are susceptible to correction with an adequate manipulation of contrast media administration. Normalization of deviation is a phenomenon present in CT studies, and knowing this concept, we can intervene and optimize our procedures to make them safer for our patients.
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